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DISNEY’S APPROACH TO EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Iconology
I CO N

DEFI N ITI O N
A proposition that states the principles and underlying logic behind
Disney’s approach. It is a context-neutral business truth that transcends
boundaries of industry and geography. The suitcase is a reminder that
insights are completely transferable to your organization.

Ideas that promote commitment in your organization rather
than compliance.

A common business practice that detracts from achieving
exceptional service.

Tips, gleaned from the insights, which can be used to build and sustain
your service culture.

Videos, stories, or other content that supports an insight and highlights
Disney’s approach.

Personal reflection on the insights, ideas, and illustrations discussed in
the course.
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Introduction
COMMON FRUSTRATION: Our people are just not doing what we need them to be doing.
Everyone wants performance of desired behaviors from their workforce, and everyone understands that
building a competitive advantage in the marketplace is dependent on the sustained performance of
desired behaviors.

Disney’s consistent business results are driven by
strategically focusing on certain business functions and
opportunities in which companies often fail to see the
value and potential—and that is a key source of what
differentiates us. We have learned to be intentional
where others may be unintentional.

WHAT D O WE ME AN BY I NTENTI O NAL?
At our Disney parks and resorts, being intentional means being highly purposeful and paying particular
attention to detail.
•

We tend to think about things differently than others—and to a greater degree.

•

We pay extraordinary attention to the details surrounding general business processes.

•

We strategically place emphasis that is both greater than and different from what is typical in
corporate best practices.

•

We have prevailing evidence that suggests what we do works.
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DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

The Blinking Elephant

Disney parks and resorts fosters an environment
comprised of rich, realistic detail and manages
those details to create an environment that
provides an exceptional Guest experience.

Festival of the Lion King

•

We are known to pay fanatical attention to

•

details. That is what the puppeteer, Cast, and

to detail commonly associated with our true

operators of the show consistently bring to life

product, the Guest experience.

for our Guests.
•

This is a metaphor for the level of attention

•

Our ability to consistently deliver a world-class

Given the plethora of show elements and

Guest experience is completely dependent

spectacular scenery, most Guests probably will

on our ability to effectively select, train, and

not even notice that this elephant is blinking.

engage our entire Cast.

But there will be a few Guests who will notice.
And we diligently manage the process to
ensure that this elephant is always blinking for
our Guests.

•

The puppeteer and the entire Cast are
exemplifying our desired cultural behaviors.
It takes everyone to make magic for our
Guests.

“You can dream, create, design, and build the most wonderful place
in the world . . . but it requires people to make the dream a reality.”
—Walt Disney
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THE B I GGER PI C TUR E: WHAT E X AC TLY DO OUR DI SNE Y PAR K S AN D
R ESOR T S D O DIFFER ENTLY?
Disney Institute focuses on certain core areas, primarily within our Disney parks and resorts, that work
together to deliver sustained business results.

Disney Institute Chain of Excellence

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK

By strategically focusing on leadership excellence,

•

A service framework is designed and

employee engagement, and quality service—

built on the essential foundation of

in that order—combined with a continuous

common purpose and architected to

improvement mindset and a clear understanding

ensure exceptional service delivery across

of your brand and organization’s goals, you can set

all touch points.

your organization on a path to the sustained results
you desire.
•

Leaders set the strategy and make a

meaningful and credible brand promise in

•

A passion for feedback and continuous
improvement can accelerate the

momentum within the chain, creating
greater ongoing impact.

the marketplace.
•

These same leaders drive the momentum
within the chain by intentionally aligning the
entire organization around a common set of
values (who we are) and a compelling vision
(where we are going).

•

A carefully designed culture creates the
environment in which all employees have the

These concepts are intentionally presented as a
holistic, connected, and reinforcing chain. It indicates
that while we can focus on specific needs within any
one component in the chain, the other components
must be considered at the same time for maximum
results. One cannot fix any one area in isolation
without considering the others, because excellence
has a ripple effect.

opportunity to be fully engaged and successful
throughout their careers.
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ENGAGEMENT

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT: The extent to which employees commit
to something or someone in their organization and how effectively they
work. Also, how long they stay as a result of that commitment.

Engagement is the critical ingredient that fuels people to perform the way you
would like them to perform—and it is the common thread that connects your
people and your business.

Employees may engage in two ways—rationally and emotionally.
•

Emotional engagement is significantly more powerful than rational engagement.

•

Commitment may be the most important factor of engagement.

•

Engagement is deeply rooted in the culture of your organization.

•

The leader is a crucial conduit to the factors that drive engagement.

“I want this to be a company that people want to work for and
with. It needs to be a very user-friendly company.”
—Bob Iger, former Executive Chairman, The Walt Disney Company
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YOUR PEOPLE C AN B EHAVE THE WAY YOU WANT THEM TO B EHAVE

I N S I G H T

It is possible to create a workforce that
demonstrates desired behaviors on a
consistent basis.

Even in an imperfect environment this is possible.
Think of this in the context of a professional sports team.
•

Successful sports teams exhibit the desired behaviors for winning more frequently than
unsuccessful teams.

•

Successful teams perform better because everyone is performing the way they are supposed
to perform.

Why is it your people are not performing the way you want them to?
Ask yourself these questions:
Are you hiring the right people?
Are you training those people correctly?
Are you effectively communicating with them?
Are you caring for them the way they need to be cared for?
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SH IF TI N G THE CURVE I N EM PLOY EE PER FO R MANCE
“Why are my people not performing the way I want them to?” This is a critical gap within many
organizations and it defines the engagement challenge.

By increasing the number of highly engaged people in your organization, you will
have more people performing the desired behaviors.

Employee engagement in most organizations tends to look like a standard bell curve.
Neither Fully
Committed nor Uncommitted

Highly Committed

Number of Employees

Highly Uncommitted

Low
Strongly
Disagree

Level of Engagement
Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

High
Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Characteristics:
•

HIGHLY UNCOMMITTED: A relatively small number of employees, these people are typically
performing their jobs beneath the standard that is expected and are not exhibiting the desired
behaviors. They may be actively opposed to something or someone within their organization if not
the organization itself.

•

NEITHER FULLY COMMITTED NOR UNCOMMITTED: These people are typically meeting the
expectations required of their role, but they sometimes fall short of consistently exhibiting desired
behaviors. This is the largest category of people within a typical organization.

•

HIGHLY COMMITTED: Typically the smallest group, these people consistently exhibit desired
behaviors and work hard to exceed expectations every day.
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Sustained improvement in organizational performance requires an increase in the number of highly
engaged employees. Therefore, maximizing the number of highly engaged employees represents the
primary goal and measure of success for organizational effort.

There are a variety of levers that you can use to shift this curve to the right so that you have a larger
percentage of highly engaged employees.
•

Put the right people in the right roles.

•

Provide people with high-quality training.

•

Carefully listen to employees’ viewpoints.

•

Care for employees.

It does not matter what type of organization you have; these levers transcend boundaries of industry
and geography.
You can create an overall environment where your performance curve consistently and increasingly reflects
an engaged workforce delivering your desired behaviors.
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YOUR B USI NESS I S A FUNC TI O N OF IT S PEO PLE

“Our Cast do what they do because of our culture—a culture in
which every person here understands how important and how
special a Disney vacation is to each Guest family. Guests often
refer to their experience in our parks and resorts as ‘Disney
magic.’ Yet, it’s not the ‘magic’ that makes it work—it’s the

method. It’s a deliberate process that is continuously reinforced
by leaders and peers alike, and the result of this is more than a
loyal and happy Guest, it’s a loyal and happy Cast as well.”
— George A. Kalogridis,
President, Segment Development and Enrichment

How to Create a Workforce That Consistently Demonstrates Desired Behaviors

I N S I G H T

By emphasizing certain critical human resource
processes, you can create highly engaged
employees who will more consistently exhibit
desired behaviors.

You can have the workplace you desire by being more intentional about four
key human resource processes—selection, training, communication, and care.
Strategically focusing on these processes can help shift the performance curve
within your organization.
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Culture
“An organization’s culture is complex. But it’s not hard
to describe. It’s often explained as being ‘the way we do
things around here’—what goes and what doesn’t.”
—James Heskett, The Culture Cycle

WHAT D O WE ME AN WHEN WE SAY “DESI R ED B EHAVI O R S”?
•

Behaviors are the observable manifestation
of your culture.

•

Behaviors reflect assumptions about
how people think and act, as well as the

Behavior (n):
the way in which one acts or
conducts oneself.

values and beliefs that members of the
organization share.
•

Desired behaviors are the behaviors that you want exhibited in your organization, those that will bring
all of the elements of your unique culture to life.

I N S I G H T

Because your culture is defined by how people
behave, the ideal employees are those who most
closely align with your desired behaviors.
If … Culture = Desired Behaviors

And … Desired Behaviors = Results
Then … Culture = Results

Results refer to the success of the policies, processes, strategies, and methods within
your organization.
The key to success is creating and sustaining a strong culture that fosters employee engagement
and loyalty.
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THE ELEMENT S OF A CULTUR E BY DESI G N
These elements of organizational culture are interdependent and work together to create a strong
foundation for your culture.

In order to drive greater engagement, intentionally design and infuse desired
behaviors into each of these elements.

HERITAGE AND TRADITIONS
What are the stories that convey the heritage and traditions of your organization, and do you share them with
everyone in your organization?

All organizations have stories of the interesting details that have impacted the organization since its
inception. You should capture these stories and put them together in a way that showcases your history,
and then communicate them to everyone in your organization.

SHARED VALUES
What is the value system you use to make decisions?
Creating a system of shared values puts a stake in the ground and lets every employee know who you are
and who you are not—in other words, what is acceptable and what is not.

“It’s not hard to make decisions when you know what your values are.”
—Roy Disney
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LANGUAGE AND SYMBOLS
Do you use a specific language at your business, and do your customers understand your language?
What are the symbols that employees and customers would recognize that may help them to clearly
understand who you are?
Having your own organizational language can make things easier for your employees and often your
customers as well. Make certain that your language is understandable to everyone in your culture. When
choosing symbols for your business cards, letterhead, office door, and online presence, make certain the
symbol is a good representation of your overall organization.

TRAITS AND BEHAVIORS
What behaviors exemplify the traits that you want your employees to bring to life?
Have you let them know the behaviors that need to be exhibited to bring those traits to life?
Traits and behaviors cement your culture to your people, providing clarity to how things are done. Take the
time to determine the distinguishing features of your organization, for example, friendliness, decency, etc.
Then, articulate what behaviors will bring these traits to life. Have observable, trainable, and coachable
standards to which you can hold everyone in the organization accountable.

To have the culture you want, you have to create it by defining each of the elements
and considering how they work together. With this culture by design, you can then
emphasize certain critical human resources processes (for example, selection, training,
communication, and care) to create greater engagement.
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Aligning Cultures

DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

“You’ve probably heard people talk about conservation. Well, conservation
isn’t just the business of a few people. It’s a matter that concerns all of us.”
—Walt Disney (from 1956)

What happens when you enter an organization’s culture and then need to translate that culture for your
employees so they know what behaviors are desired?
Challenges:
•

Blending two diametrically different environments

•

Integrating into the larger culture

Actions:
•

Leadership actively assists the Cast in understanding and operationalizing the culture in their
own unique roles.

•

Define the unique characteristics of the larger culture and the advantages of the
blended environments.

•

Provide clear processes that are designed to build desired behaviors and thoroughly train
those processes.

•
12

Leaders commit to being the role models, the innovators, and the motivators.
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CULTUR E CONCLUSI ON
Building a culture with defined behaviors and bringing it to life can be made easier by being intentional
about the selection, training, and care of your people.
•

Culture is the foundation on which the success of your organization is based.

•

Desired behaviors are the manifestation of your desired culture.

•

The ideal employee exhibits desired behaviors on a consistent basis.

Therefore, the goal is to attract and retain employees who reflect your desired culture.

“At Disney, we operate on a first name basis. We go about our work in a
businesslike way, but we feel that work can be fun and that we can all be
friendly and cheerful while we are doing the things we’re assigned to do.
We believe that everyone in our organization is important. We soft-pedal
job titles, and we feel that one activity is just as important as another.”
—Walt Disney
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INTROSPECTION

What can I start
doing differently?
If your culture defines your desired behaviors,
then you must be very clear about what you want that culture to be.

What words or phrases describe your

What are the desired behaviors for

(Example: Assertively friendly)

(Example: Greet and welcome each Guest)

desired culture?

14
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Selection
I NTENTI ONAL SELEC TI ON: A NEGLEC TED PRO CESS
THE PROBLEM: All companies hire people. Some people fail, some people become solid performers,
and a few people excel. The reason so few people excel is because companies are often not intentional
enough in their selection (recruitment) process.

I N S I G H T

Modifying or adjusting certain key aspects of
your selection process will yield people with a
far greater propensity to be excellent.

You will want to get several things right in the selection process because you cannot repair it later.
Organizations can be too casual in recruiting just to get the position filled quickly and later have to work
harder to overcome for hiring someone who may not fit the culture.
If you take the time to hire the right people, you can achieve accelerated performance.

Sometimes, even with the right tools and the right
training, certain people are just not going to fit
into your organization’s culture.
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SH IF T YOUR PH ILOSOPH Y: HOW TO CR E ATE AN I NTENTI O NAL
SELEC TI ON PROCESS

I N S I G H T

Skills-based recruitment (alone) is fatally flawed.
You must significantly overemphasize desired
behaviors in addition to testing for skills.

Often organizations test for skills only. It can seem like, “Did you pass the bar exam?”
Great—you are a lawyer. “Can you do math?” Great—you are an accountant.

The ideal employee is the one who exhibits desired behaviors in addition to having a strong skill set in
what is needed for the job. So why are you hiring for skills only?

You should balance behavior and skills.

Beware: The Likability Factor vs. Cultural Fit
The way many organizations test for cultural fit

It’s hard to ignore the “charm” factor within

(behaviors) is with the “likability” filter.

people. Whether or not you like a candidate,

We have learned that the typical recruitment

exhibit the traits and behaviors defined in

process is not always good at selecting people who

your culture and have a skill set to match the

exhibit desired behaviors. The typical selection

functional requirements of the position.

process remains primarily skills based, which may
have nothing to do with the desired behaviors for

it is important to focus on whether they can

Hire for attitude. Train for aptitude.

your organization.
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DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

Disney History Lesson:
Behaviors Trump Skills

At Disney, we do not worry about skills until you pass the behavior test. But we did not always get that
right, and we learned from our mistakes.
•

During an extended period of growth for a particular division of our company, we hired several leaders
from other companies.

•

On paper, their résumés were impressive and they filled an immediate need.

•

Despite training, they simply were not a cultural fit, causing disillusionment among some Cast
Members.

•

Ultimately, several of these leaders left the company.

•

This lesson reinforced our decision to ensure that all Cast Members must exemplify our culture.

Do not discount skills completely, but behaviors should be elevated in the selection process.
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I M PO R TAN CE OF CULTUR E I N YOUR SELEC TI O N PRO CESS

A selection process that includes cultural
immersion can increase the probability of
best-fit employees.

I N S I G H T

Explicit exposure to your organization’s culture helps
you determine whether or not candidates will be a fit,
and helps the candidates determine if they will fit
with the organization.

The basic purpose of recruiting is to find
a mutually agreed cultural fit.
When the candidate gets on the job . . .

The images and language you use to advertise open
positions in your organization are your first chance to

Right‑fit = engaged

Wrong‑fit = disengaged

announce what you stand for and who you are.

Your recruiter must embody the culture you are hiring for; they are the first contact
with the candidate. The person with the right characteristics of your culture is more
likely to find a cultural fit in your applicants.

Treating people like Guests in the hiring process is an effective way of demonstrating
desired behaviors.

Your selection process can be most effective when it is deeply immersed in culture
so that individuals can self-select in or self‑select out depending upon whether the
culture seems right for them.

18
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DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

Imagine the Stories:
I am Disney

Our culture is showcased very deliberately in our recruiting advertisements.
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CULTUR AL FIT
The recruiter is an important tool in the selection process.

I N S I G H T

You must be very intentional in assessing for
cultural match and also in assessing for
cultural mismatch.

Finding an intentional cultural match is completely different than using the lens of
likability. An intentional cultural match blends desired behaviors with increased
employee engagement.

Finding a cultural match means the employee’s values and beliefs are aligned with those of the
organization so the employee will be more engaged and motivated at work.

Hiring good cultural matches is essential for the continued success of
your organization.
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DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

Casting for
Culture Match

One opportunity potential Cast Members have to see the role they play in bringing the Walt Disney Parks
and Resorts culture to life is our casting video. This video offers applicants a brief introduction to both our
culture and the broad areas of opportunity within The Walt Disney Company.
Desired behaviors and cultural markers are easily identifiable even though cultural values and behavioral
definitions are not explicitly stated.
To emotionally engage our potential Cast Members is an intentional part of the process. By infusing
emotional connection into the hiring process, the candidate is asked to look beyond the functions of the
job and connect to the promise “to fulfill one dream at a time.” This ensures that potential Cast Members
are thinking about how to bring the Disney culture to life before they fill out an application.
Putting these behavioral and cultural expectations front and center allows candidates to determine
whether they are a right fit and opt in or out of the casting process.
The more opportunities you provide a potential employee for cultural information and awareness, the
better your chances of finding the best match for your organization. You must be intentional about
exposure to your organization’s culture in the hiring process.
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INTROSPECTION

What can I start
doing differently?

How can your organization use cultural elements to enhance the selection process?
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TRAINING
“The only thing worse than training your employees and losing
them is not training your employees and keeping them.”
—Zig Ziglar, author and motivational speaker

Think about pushing the curve to the right and getting to desired behaviors.
Guests expect Cast Members to keep the magic alive, follow through and be courteous, listen to their
needs, and then exceed their expectations.
Training is the next step in supporting our culture and reaching the goal of delivering legendary Guest
service. That training begins on the first day of work, and it never ends— whether the Cast Member has
been with the company for two years or 22.

CO M PAN IES UN DER I NVES T I N TR AI N I NG
THE PROBLEM: Companies select and hire people, but then underinvest in the required development
that leads to desired behaviors on the job. Companies simply hope employees will exhibit the desired
behaviors once on the job.

I N S I G H T

Training is more critical to desired BEHAVIORS
and outcomes than most companies have
ever imagined.

Most organizations underappreciate the true value and impact of training.

Why Does Training Matter?
•

Creates employee engagement and commitment because of increased confidence and competence.

•

Can powerfully reinforce culture, which drives desired behaviors.

•

Brings organizational goals to life.

•

Increases employee productivity and efficiency.
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Training Is More Powerful Than We Realize

With a training room like this, what signal is
being sent to employees? What does this say
about the organization?

Companies often do not consider the message their training sends to employees.

Both the content of your training and how you train people can reinforce
(or contradict) your culture and can make a significant impact on the overall
level of employee engagement.
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CULTUR ALLY BA SED B EHAVI O R S MUS T B E I NTENTI O NALLY WOVEN
I NTO TR AI N I NG

I N S I G H T

All training must deliberately reinforce culture
in addition to imparting skills.

Every training event has an opportunity for cultural immersion.

You are sending massive signals—positive or negative—about what is important to the organization.
There is one critical training moment where it is essential to reinforce culture—the employee onboarding
process. This first training opportunity sets the baseline standard for the rest of your training experiences.

What is the purpose of most companies’ orientation programs?
What signal does an orientation program send regarding behavior and culture?

Where Do You Fall?
Place a dot on the line to indicate where you think your onboarding process falls on the
process vs. culture spectrum.
PROCESS

DISNEY’S APPROACH TO EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
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CULTUR AL COM PONENT S OF AN I NTENTI O NAL O N B OAR DI N G PROCESS:
HOW TO D O IT
The culture you define for your organization comes to life in the onboarding process.
•

Share heritage and traditions through stories.

•

Create emotional ownership by sharing organizational values.

•

Communicate organizational identity using language and symbols specific to your organization.

•

Communicate the traits and behaviors that define internal and external service strategies.

•

Create a sense of pride in working for your organization.

“We train them to be aware that they’re there mainly to help the Guest.”
—Walt Disney
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DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

Disney University and
Disney Traditions

Disney University, Walt Disney World® Resort

D I SNE Y UN IVER SIT Y
•

Disney University is where our parks and resorts training occurs.

•

We have a Disney University at each of our locations around the world, too.

•

Guests do not typically see this building.

•

This facility is as well maintained and immersed in culture as many of our Guest-facing areas.

•

Some line-of-business training occurs in themed rooms designed to replicate the work environment.

•

Disney University Cast Members are responsible for keeping training materials updated, refreshed,
and engaging.
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D I SN E Y TR ADITI O N S

G OAL S O F D I S N E Y TR AD ITI O N S

D I S N E Y TR AD ITI O N S FAC T S

•

•

Acclimates new Cast Members to the
foundations of Disney culture.

•

new Disney parks and resorts Cast Members,
Disney Cruise Line® Crew Members, and

Perpetuates Disney language and symbols,

Imagineers, and they spend an entire day

heritage and traditions, quality standards,

learning about the past, present, and future of

values, traits and behaviors.
•

Generates excitement about working
at Disney.

•

•

•

the company.
•

Disney Traditions uses storytelling, videos,
activities, and park experiences to engage
new hires.

Introduces new Cast Members to core safety
regulations and ethical expectations at Disney.

Disney Traditions is the first day of work for

•

Disney Traditions facilitators are chosen

Familiarizes new Cast Members with the

through an extensive audition process and

benefits of working for the company.

teach the course a few times a month for a

Shares stories and emotional experiences

designated period of time.

to instill a strong sense of pride in working
for Disney.
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HOW TO ENSUR E ALL AR E A S OF TR AI N I NG I NCLUDE A S TRO N G
CULTUR AL I M MER SI O N
•

Ensure trainers are prepared.

•

Hire trainers who role model the desired behaviors.

•

Training rooms should be a setting that exemplify the culture.

•

Utilize materials and technology that are current and relevant.

I N S I G H T

Quality training will not happen without great
trainers, effective train-the-trainer sessions,
facilities conducive to learning, and constant
updating of training materials.

Low-Quality Approach

Trainers

Train-theTrainer

Sessions

Not viewed as a job that someone
would aspire to attain.

High-Quality Approach
Chosen deliberately. Passionate. Skilled
at teaching others. Viewed as a
destination job.
Train-the-trainer sessions set trainers up

Non-existent, or (at best) only cover

to understand the process of training an

basic material.

employee in addition to the materials to
be trained.
Materials used for training (for example,
process manuals, visual aids, facilitator

Training

Materials

Outdated. Incorrect. Incomplete.

guides, checklists) are examined on a
regular basis and updated. You must be
prepared to respond to a changing work
environment, as needed, in your training.

Training
Facility

Unorganized and messy.

DISNEY’S APPROACH TO EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Training facility is top-notch to reflect the
desired culture.
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Front-line Cast
Member Trainers

DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

It is very important that Cast Members be given a clear understanding of the company and the part they
play in it. Because of this philosophy, there is a strong need to ensure that training is consistent and in the
Disney tradition.

Disney Trainers are provided with:
•

Techniques used to build a relationship with a
new Cast Members.

•

An awareness of how people learn and how to
train a new Cast Member.

•

The ability to recognize the importance of the
company-approved tools and resources for
effective training.

•

Techniques to overcome barriers to the
learning environment.

A Disney Trainer:

The Disney Training Method:

•

Provides trainees with job knowledge and
understanding.

•

Prepare yourself.

•

Prepare the learner.

•

Teaches skills that enhance abilities.

•

Describe the role.

•

Coaches to instill confidence in trainees.

•

Practice and perform.

•

Gives each trainee a clear understanding of the
company and the trainee’s “role in the show.”

•

Follow up and provide feedback.

•

Ensures consistent on-the-job training.

•

Focuses on offering exceptional Guest service.

“Whatever we accomplish is due to the combined effort. The organization
must be with you or you alone don’t get it done. In my organization, there is
respect for every individual, and we all have a keen respect for the public.”
—Walt Disney
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INTROSPECTION

What can I start
doing differently?

How do you ensure that all areas of your training include a strong cultural immersion?
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Communication
You have hired the right people and your new employees have been well trained thanks to a
well-designed process. The next step to developing and nurturing your culture of highly engaged
people is communication.

ORGAN I Z ATI ONS UN DERVALUE CO M MUN I C ATI O N
You will probably be surprised by the extent to which daily communication can reinforce culture and shift
the performance curve to the right.

I N S I G H T

High-quality communication can actively
reinforce culture; low-quality communication
can undermine culture.

For many organizations communication is not a priority.

THE PROBLEMS:
•

Organizations miss the opportunity to reinforce the desired culture.

•

Organizations may send the wrong message and reinforce the wrong culture.

•

Poor communication can harm everything you did during selection and training.

DISNEY’S APPROACH TO EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
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Why Is Communication So Powerful?
Selection and training are events, whereas communication occurs all day, every day. In many ways,
communication is the loudest signal of culture that an organization can send.
If you are trying to create a culture of service excellence, what does an email like this do to that culture?

The signals you send your employees in how you communicate have a long-lasting effect. Some effects
may be too memorable to repair.

Culture by design = Communication by design

By being intentional in your communication practices, you can create a more
engaged workforce.
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Intentional Employee Communication

I N S I G H T

Be as intentional about employee communication
as you are about customer communication.

If you orchestrate every message you say, write, and post to your customers, are you as deliberate with
your employees?

The Little Questions
How many of us would send a casual, unedited email to key customers?
How many of us would send a casual, unedited email to employees?

The Big Questions
How much intentionality do you put into customer communication?
How much intentionality do you put into your employee communication?

It can be as damaging to be casual in your employee communication as it is to be casual in your
customer communication.
Employees are in your environment and can talk to customers about your organization and about you.
They can easily tell anyone, maybe even on social media, how they feel as a result of your communication.
If you spend as much time crafting your internal communication as you do creating customer
communication, you are telling employees that you value them just as much as you value your customers.
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Internal Communication
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Our HUB is the central location for internal communication from many different departments and

areas of the company. We have previously produced high-quality, magazine-style communications that
were printed and also available digitally, and currently provide printed and digital updates for in-park
Cast Members to give in-the-moment service to our Guests.
The intentionality and high-quality nature of our storytelling and examples continues in all Cast Member
communications and reinforces our engagement, culture, and commitment to the employee and
customer experience.
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I NFUSI N G COM MUN I C ATI ON WITH THE R I G HT CULTUR E:
I NTENTI O NAL LI S TEN I NG

I N S I G H T

A critical aspect of effective communication
is intentional listening.

“We Talk and You Listen”— It Is Deeper Than That

Too many organizations tend to think about communication as one-way; leaders talk
and employees listen. Or, leaders understand that to be a responsible, respectable
organization, they should provide opportunities for employees to be heard.

Organizations should work hard to actively listen to their employees and
colleagues because everyone has valuable information to share. This is key to
building effective relationships; with effective relationships, information comes
to you.
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Tips for Demonstrating Intentional Listening
1. Listen with a purpose.
• Deliberately set aside time for discussions with your employees and colleagues.
• Listen to find connections with your employees and colleagues; connections lead to collaboration.
• Rehearse; ask yourself, “Why do I need to listen to this?”
• Avoid distractions; deliberately set aside time in an area where you and your employees or
colleagues will not be interrupted by other employee drop-bys, emails, or phone calls.
2. Listen to understand, not to evaluate.
• Keep your emotions and personal judgment to yourself.
• Practice keeping an open mind, and be prepared not to like everything your employees or
colleagues say.
• Embrace differences in opinions as opportunities to understand your employees and colleagues
on a deeper level.
3. Exercise emotional control.
• Work to become more self‑aware of the phrases, behaviors, and words that trigger your
defense mechanisms.
• Recognize that everyone has an opinion—even one that is different from yours.
4. Focus.
• Turn off your inner monologue; stop making mental
to‑do lists.
• Do not watch the clock; make eye contact with your

Repeat the speaker’s words in
your head to stay focused.

employees and colleagues.
• Avoid multi‑tasking during this coveted listening time.

Effective listening builds relationships. Building effective relationships and
collaborating with everyone in your work environment is a key to your success
and a key to fostering a team of people that also collaborates and builds
effective relationships.
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DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

Origin of Water Mickey

Disney works hard to be a listening organization.
The degree to which we take this seriously is what
differentiates us.

•

Water Mickey began at our Disney park in Tokyo.
It began with flower petals that would fall off the
colorful trees in the park.

•

A Custodial Cast Member created a character,
Stitch, out of flower petals. When his leader saw
him, he asked how he was able to do this.

•

The leader listened to the Cast Member to
discover the Cast Member’s talents as an artist.

•

This art changed from flowers to water because
water is something the Custodial Cast Member always had, and from season to season flowers are not
always available.

•

The Custodial Cast Member and his leader talked with Character Entertainment and Imagineering and
found that templates existed that provided instructions for how to draw Disney characters. Using these
templates, the Custodial Cast Member began to teach his peers how to draw the characters on paper
and then to draw them with water and a broom.

•

Leaders in Tokyo shared pictures and instructions with leaders from the other parks around the world,
causing Water Mickey to become a training initiative; all Custodial Cast Members would learn how to
draw a Water Mickey.

•

Over time, the Cast Members at each theme park have added other Disney characters to the
water collection.

•

In our park in Hong Kong, Custodial Cast Members plussed up the experience with leftover coffee
water, which stands out more in the streets and lasts longer.

Listening to employees’ ideas and acting upon those ideas promotes collaboration
and builds relationships—both of which are highly valued in the workplace.

“I use the whole plant for ideas. If the janitor has a good idea, I’d use it.”
—Walt Disney
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I NFUSI N G COM MUN I C ATI ON WITH THE R I G HT CULTUR E:
D IFFI CULT MESSAGES

I N S I G H T

You can and must communicate difficult
messages without violating cultural standards.

Your Culture Should Remain Constant Even During a Difficult Conversation

For some organizations, the rules change when you have to deliver a difficult
message to an employee about undesirable behaviors.

Why does this occur?
How does your organization change its tone during a performance management discussion?
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Difficult Conversation
Delivered Poorly

Difficult Conversation
Delivered Well

• Sends a signal that your values are not really
your values; you have undermined your culture
for that individual.

• Sends a powerful signal that your culture really
IS your culture; builds authenticity and trust in
the workplace.

• Employees will talk about the way a leader
handles or delivers a difficult conversation
(i.e., the “water cooler conversation”) and that
cultural undermining will spread.

• A difficult conversation held in the context of
your culture can make the difference between
the success and failure of a valued employee.

You are much more likely to lose an employee if
a difficult conversation is delivered poorly.

You have increased the likelihood that the
employee can be “rescued.”

When an employee’s behaviors are being critiqued, there is sensitivity involved. People can become
defensive, particularly if an organization’s values (such as respect and honesty) are not present during
the conversation.
You don’t want to violate your culture when managing difficult conversations. If you do, your desired
culture will default to this new level of expected behavior, and it can become the new standard for how
your people behave.
The true test of a culture is not what happens in easy moments, but what happens in difficult moments.

“The test of a sea captain is a storm; anyone can sail in calm waters.”
—Swedish Proverb
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Performance
Management Process

The performance management process is designed
to encourage specific behavior that leads to success
for individual Cast Members and the company.

Guidelines for Effective Performance
Management
•

Treat employees with dignity, respect,
consistency, and fairness.

•

Clarify roles and responsibilities of the company,
leaders, and human resources professionals.

•

Assess individual behavior as objectively
as possible.

•

Take action that reflects the company’s policies and the company’s core values.

•

Follow a consistent process that is intended to improve performance, not create a punitive culture.

What you say and how you say it affects more than those who hear it. Your communication is a direct
reflection of your culture.
When done well, communication can elevate employee engagement and commitment to extraordinary
levels. When done poorly—or ignored—it can lead to a disengaged workforce.
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INTROSPECTION

What can I start
doing differently?

Capture an idea for a communication tool that effectively demonstrates your culture and
enables the performance of desired behaviors.

How are you demonstrating that everyone in your organization has valuable information
to share?

Which values in your organization could be considered shared by everyone in the culture?
How can you use these to deliver difficult messages?
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Care
“One of the deep secrets of life is that all that is really
worth doing is what we do for others.”
—Lewis Carroll, author, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

C AR I N G FO R YOUR PEOPLE I S M O R E I M PO R TANT THAN YOU TH I NK
Our Disney parks and resorts place emphasis on employee care because we believe:

I N S I G H T

The extent to which you GENUINELY care for
your people is the extent to which they will care
for your customers—and each other.

Organizations may employ people and do good things for them because the law
tells them to and because they loosely understand that happy people are more
productive, but they may not be thinking strategically about this.

Care changes behaviors. Genuine care includes:
•

Care about each individual in your organization.

•

Care about employees beyond the job.

•

Care about employees in their personal lives as individuals.

Think about your organization and how it serves its customers and employees. There is a cause and effect
relationship here in terms of how care affects behaviors.

Caring for your people creates an emotional connection that drives commitment to
goals and overall engagement in the organization.
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Care: A Critical Way to Close the Performance Gap
REMEMBER: You can reduce the gap between how your people behave and the desired behaviors
you would like to have in your workforce. By emphasizing specific human resource processes, the gap
can close.

Genuine care must be a part of your strategic focus around engagement.

Genuine Care Defined
The kind of care we are talking about is not just benefits (insurance, paid time off, etc.), we are way
beyond that.
Care is not just what you do for people; it is how they feel about you and the organization. It is more about
how they perceive your actions.
Genuine care pertains to the intentional concern for the well-being of each person in your organization.
Employees need to know that you care about them as people and that you would be willing to do
whatever they need to help them in their day-to-day lives and careers. An employee’s work life and home
life are not mutually exclusive.

Care is about engaging the heart—creating a culture of commitment
versus compliance.

If the ultimate goal is to get your workforce to exhibit your desired behaviors, caring for your people
becomes another way to get there. That is why care needs to be a strategy.
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TODAY ’S D IVER SE WOR K FORCE
Today, the workforce is more diverse than ever.

I N S I G H T

You must address critical realities of the
rapidly changing social environment.

Today’s global workforce does not look the way it looked decades ago.
•

Employees work remotely.

•

More companies have offices around
the world.

•

Employees job-share.

•

Employees telecommute.

•

Employees use social media and technology.

•

Women make up half of the workforce.

•

A multi-ethnic and multi-generational workforce now exists.

For the first time in history, we have five generations working together in the
workplace, and we must adapt to meet the needs of this diverse workforce.

Different demographics and backgrounds drive different behaviors.
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Business Employee
Resource Groups

We strive to include and attract individuals who reflect the diverse world in which we live. A commitment
to diversity and inclusion serves to keep our focus on attracting, developing, and retaining a top-notch
workforce at every level.
Throughout The Walt Disney Company, groups have been established where individuals can connect with
those who share a similar passion for engaging our company and community through diversity. These
groups are called Business Employee Resource Groups (BERGs). They are open to all employees and offer
opportunities to meet and network with peers, participate in outreach and mentoring programs, acquire
new skills, and enhance leadership behaviors.
Anyone who works for The Walt Disney Company is able to join one of these groups as a member or
an ally.
BERGs are an important part of our company. BERG members represent vastly diverse and inclusive voices
and are some of our greatest brand champions and advocates. They collaborate across businesses and
geographies, strengthening our culture by providing valuable contributions in the areas of people, culture,
and market.
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Operationalizing Care: Hassle Free
Start asking questions. Start listening intentionally. Ask your employees what frustrates them the most—it
is likely to be the items that are a hassle to them.

I N S I G H T

Proactively manage the day-to-day work
experience to make it hassle-free—as much
as possible.

HASSLE: Anything that disrupts the balance of an employee’s normal work routine.
People feel cared for and behave differently when you remove workplace irritations. This does two things:
1. Engages your people (they want to)
2. Enables your people (they can do)
This is applicable to everyone, regardless of demographic. It affects behavior and performance.
You are making an investment in your customer service experience as well as in your people.

“I happen to be kind of an inquisitive guy and when I see things I don’t like, I
start thinking, ‘Why do they have to be like this and how can I improve them?’”
—Walt Disney
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Hassle-Free
Epcot Cast Services

DISNEY
I L L U S T R AT I O N

We are proud of the ways we can reduce hassles for our Cast Members and demonstrate care in
the workplace.

Why Are We Telling You This?
•

Frustrated employees can take out their emotions on each other and your
customers. This has a disastrous impact on your organization.

•

Intent to recommend and intent to return may be damaged,
sometimes irreparably.

•
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Your customers may seek business from a competitor.
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R ECOG N ITI ON: A CR ITI C AL A SPEC T OF YOUR C AR E S TR ATEGY

I N S I G H T

Recognition is more powerful than most
organizations can imagine.

RECOGNITION: Tangible expression of appreciation for an employee’s demonstration of
desired behaviors.

Recognition is an inexhaustible fuel for your workforce. Recognition energizes and
excites people to perform desired behaviors in your organization, which results in a
higher level of engagement.

No matter what their job functions are, all people like to know that the work they do matters; that they
matter—that they add value.

Recognizing your people for exhibiting the right
behaviors not only increases the likelihood that the
good behavior will repeat, it also helps define your
cultural values. All of your good behaviors become
the definition of your culture. This makes catching
people doing it right as powerful as any outcomes
you may have in your business.

DISNEY’S APPROACH TO EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

RECOGNITION VS. CASH
Cash is an expression of recognition,
but we are not talking about the nature
of compensation. Recognition is much
more involved than how much extra cash
to hand out.
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Recognizing Desired
Behaviors

A Guest traveling alone often visited the Flying Fish restaurant, one of our table-service dining locations
on Disney property, for dinner. The server had seen this Guest in the restaurant before, and had seen the
Guest always alone and always ordering dessert.
The server approached and acknowledged the Guest and asked about his vacation, to which the Guest
explained that he was here on business—again.
The server nodded empathetically, and without further questions, proceeded to the kitchen and returned
with a piece of cake.
“It’s on me, sir,” the server said, placing the cake in front of the Guest. “Even on business, you need a
little magic.”
How do you think most restaurant managers would view this behavior?
How do you think that small action made that Guest feel?

A positive result of recognizing desired behaviors is cultural reinforcement.
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PH ILOSOPH I C AL FOUN DATI ON FO R R ECO G N ITI O N

I N S I G H T

Recognizing cultural values is as important
as recognizing all other business criteria
or outcomes.

Companies tend to reward employees based solely on clearly understood business
criteria—such as meeting monetary sales goals or completing a project on time.

Recognizing cultural values such as performing great customer service should not be underestimated.
It is appropriate to reward outcomes, but remember to reward behaviors, too.
You can transform your organization’s culture through recognition and close the employee
engagement gap.

By acknowledging and appreciating desired behaviors, you will reinforce your
organization’s culture.

Recognition is a critical part of care, and caring for employees drives the way they treat customers and
each other.
Intentional care can lead to engagement.

It is awfully hard to leave an organization where your peers and leaders show that
they genuinely care about you.
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Magic Backstage

Magic Backstage is a division of our Disney parks and resorts that is entirely focused on helping our Cast
Members stay engaged with the Disney brand, giving them first-hand experiences that they will be able to
get excited about and then share with our Guests. The mission of Magic Backstage is this:
Magic Backstage elevates the employee experience so Disney Cast, Crew, and Imagineers can gain
access to and engage in products and services to share in the magic of being part of the Disney family
with our Guests.
Magic Backstage offers a range of prizes, from movie tickets, to backstage tours of attractions, and
Castle suite stays with the aim of developing product knowledge and promoting brand affinity among
our Cast Members.
Occasionally, the Magic Backstage team may show up to surprise and delight Cast Members with prizes.
Regardless of how Cast Members interact with Magic Backstage, recipients are selected at random by the
Cast Recognition team. Why Cast Recognition? Because Magic Backstage is part of our larger recognition
strategy, but the role of Magic Backstage is unique from other parts of recognition.
For the most part, our other recognition programs are behaviorally driven, supporting and reinforcing our
behavioral and service standards. Magic Backstage has a bit of a different aim; it is designed to recognize
Cast Members for simply being engaged with our Disney parks and resorts, and that is a clear
differentiator of the program.
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OPER ATI ONAL FOUN DATI ON FO R R ECO G N ITI O N

Many companies have a structured recognition program designed to care about all
people in the organization. But, there is a difference between caring about all people
and caring about “me.”

Meaningful recognition will look different to different people.

Recognition does not have to be expensive or dramatic—just sincere.
Reward immediately. Surprising employees with recognition has a positive disarming effect—it can
transform an employee’s day because it was unexpected.
Remember not everyone prefers public recognition, so use discretion.
Recognition makes everyone feel special when appreciated in a way that works for each individual and
even for entire teams.

“The deepest principle in human nature is the craving to be appreciated.”
—William James, American psychologist and philosopher
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Recognize Now!

The Recognize Now! program is a great way to recognize Cast Members’ exceptional service behaviors.
Leaders can encourage the use of the program to their Cast Members to support peer-to-peer
recognition, and leaders can also recognize Cast Members and reinforce service behaviors through
this program.
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INTROSPECTION

What can I start
doing differently?

What is one hassle in the day-to-day work experience that is making it difficult for your
people to effectively demonstrate desired behaviors?

How could you remove it?

Identify one idea that you can use to demonstrate genuine care to your team or peers.
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Conclusion
CR ITI C AL CONCLUSI ONS

I N S I G H T

It is possible to create a workforce that
demonstrates desired behaviors on a
consistent basis.

•

Hire the right people.

•

Provide them with high-quality training.

•

Effectively communicate to them and listen to them.

•

Care for them like they are your family.

To create a culture by design, intentionally manage the key processes around selection, training, and care
using the insights we’ve shared with you. You can create an extraordinarily powerful workforce of happy,
highly engaged employees who will more consistently demonstrate desired behaviors.
By putting into practice your thoughts from your introspection sessions, over time you can reduce the gap
between how your employees behave and how you want them to behave.

“All the adversity I’ve had in my life, all my troubles
and obstacles, have strengthened me.”
—Walt Disney
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S TAY CON NEC TED WITH DI SNE Y I NS TITUTE
We hope your learning journey with Disney Institute will continue after today! There are more ways for you
to stay connected with us.
- Like us and engage with us on Facebook®.
- Follow us on Twitter ®.
- Visit the Disney Institute channel on YouTube®.
- Share with us on Instagram®.
- Connect with us through LinkedIn®.
- Subscribe to the official Disney Institute blog.

Detailed information about all our offerings is located on our website at www.disneyinstitute.com.
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